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Executive Summary

Introduction
This report focuses on the usability and redesign of Fairhaven High School’s
Art Department’s website, FHSArt.net. The findings of this report analyze
and illustrate the issues surrounding FHSArt.net’s navagation design,
content structure, aethestic design, and decreased usability. This report also
offers recommendations and guidance for the website’s improved redesign.
Methodology
The conclusions and recommedations included in this report derive from
the following methods:
• Competitive Analysis
• Personas and scenarios
• A proposed interview study
• A proposed website user survey
• A card sorting study
• A Proposed diary study
• Heuristic evaluation
• Usability testing study
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Executive Summary

Analysis
FHSart.net requires severe modernization. Most content on the website reflects content
from 2016. The competitive analysis demonstrates FHSArt.net does not achieve the
website’s goals, and other school websites offer streamlined navigation, compelling
visuals, and improved usability.
The website currently maintains a complex structure to navigate. FHSArt.net includes
top-down navigation with header links that expand to many other associations.
Important links appear inaccessible, as the site’s content grouping requires more vital
organization. The site also does not include a search option.
Many website pages include inconsistent structure, terminology, and the site lacks unified
standards.
Usability testers struggled to access relevant and essential content and exhibited
frustration as the site consistently offered a disorganized experience. Users could not
locate a contact page for teachers, struggled to find specific pages, and had to dig through
the site to discover news and updates.
Users also noted the lack of visual components located on the homepage and indicated
the homepage did not invite the user to explore the different aspects of the site. Users
applauded the Art Department for publicly displaying art from students and understood
the importance of delivering information to community stakeholders. However, users
also referred to FHSArt.net as the “worst website they’ve visited in a long time.”
The content on the website relies too heavily on text and requires simplifying. Many
usability users overlooked the text and described the need for headlines, sub-headlines,
and other graphic elements that increase the scanability of the website.
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Executive Summary

Recommendations
The site requires a complete modern redesign, and needs improved content organization.
The redesign priority of the website should include three improvements:
• Unifying page design across the site. Pages across the website should include a standard
format and similar structure. This improvement will allow the site to function similarly
across the different pages and reduce errors incurred by the user.
• Streamlining the site’s navigation by reorganizing pages and content. The team should
eliminate the vertical drop-down menus in the navigational headers. Instead, the team
should simplify navigation by developing core pages and connecting sub-pages to those
core headers.
• Improving the visual aesthetic of the website. Content should contain compelling
photography, video, graphic elements, and reduced text.
Additional guidance includes:
• Improving Accessibility
• A responsive design that adapts to the users of the different devices might use
• Developing a compelling and welcoming homepage that includes photography, video,
links for core pages, and a news feed.
• Reducing cognitive load throughout the website by reducing the number of options
presented to users.
• Reducing text to improve readability and limit academic jargon for a general audience.
• Including an about page and contact page
• Developing a website footer that includes important links and other resources
• Reducing clutter of outdated content
• Develop a clear call to action to engage a web audience better
• Integrate a newsletter that shares content to users regularly to community stakeholders.
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About
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About
Fairhaven High School’s Art Department introduces visual art
pathways for high school students. The department includes fine
art, digital art, ceramics, media arts, and digital photography.
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FHSArt
For a school with 650 students, the
FHS Art department sees over 900
students enroll in art classes each year,
and many students pursue careers in the
arts. Fairhaven art students showcase art
publicly, and received numerous local,
regional, and national recognition.

The FHS Art Department strives to
promote student choice, celebrate diversity
and equality, develop divergent thinking,
introduce project based learning, develop
positive and safe learning environments,
and empower student voices.
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FHSArt.net
Developed in 2015, the FHS Art
Department introduced FHSart.net.
The team wanted to promote student
work to student families, stakeholders,
and the Southcoast of Massachusetts.
The website features information of
art courses offered at Fairhaven High
and updates on projects, in-process art
photos, and galleries of student art.
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Redesign Needs

FHSArt.net requires a modern redesign. After five years,
the website is outdated, difficult to navigate, and does not
implement techniques that best engage users’ usability.
The website fails to engage and target audiences and uses
impractical methods of user experience. The website features
a text-heavy home page that does not invite users to explore
and interact with the webpage.
While the website does include some excellent images, the
content lacks context and needs more concise organization.
The website also disregards consistent structure, unity and
needs stronger cohesiveness.
The website also does not include any call to action and does
not offer users to explore the pages organically.
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Requirements
School Department

• Prohibits obscene, vulgar
and/or indecent materials
that also promote bullying and
harrassment.
• Prohibits posting of private
or personal information
• Support of curriculum and
instruction
• Public information - intended
to communicate information
about the schools and district to
students, staff, parents and the
community.
• IJNDB-R: Webpage publishing
policy

FHSArt

• Inclusive- All students
represented
• Includes all art offerings,
including Music.
• Visual Media
• Consistent structure
• Easy to navigate
• Communicate class updates
to students, families, and
school community
• Google Site friendly
• Showcases student voice
• Newsletters, and email
marketing
• Information of events and
opportunities

Student

• Representative of the
inclusive, and diverse,
student body
• Easy to navigate
• Coherent and written with
grade level language
• Respects student privacy
• Celebrate student
achievements
• Provides information of
upcoming events, projects,
and course offerings
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Competitive Analysis
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Competitive Analysis

Suffolk University
College of Arts and Sciences
Schools and institutes notoriously develop ineffective websites.
These groups attempt to include too much information, fail to
recognize website goals, and overload content. However, some
schools have designed excellent websites.
While not usually known as an art school, Suffolk University’s
College of Arts and Sciences website provides users with an
exceptional user experience. The homepage offers navigational
clues and directs users to appropriate links. The site includes highresolution photography, graphic design, and structured information
brilliantly.
The site also includes news and updates, student testimonials,
staff information, and links to more information on courses. The
site is designed for a particular audience and provides information
coherently and clearly.
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Competitive Analysis

LeHigh Career and
Technical Institute
Although a vocational high school, LeHigh Career and Technical
Institute, developed this website wonderfully, the art program is a
small program at the school, but the website promotes the courses
tremendously.
The site features excellent photography and offers users easy
navigation. The website also includes news and information,
engages users with calls to action, and personalizes the experience
with the video content of the program.
The site includes too much text at times and could use some
updating with news and stories of the program.
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Competitive Analysis

Boston Latin School
For being Massachusett’s top school, the Boston Latin School’s
website performs subpar. The page consists of a panel of links and a
few images. Users can navigate through the various pages easily. The
site does a wonderful job develop a simple layout, and offers users
an ease of navigation.
The site, however, requires modernization and updating as links are
stale and ineffective in their delivery. The news panel, for example,
offers users a list of links and do not include images, video, or
headlines. The course link brings users to a program of studies and
provides no other visual media.
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Competitive Analysis Table
FHSArt.net

Suffolk
University

Unique Features

Lots of Photos
Comprehensive Curriculum

Engaging Layout
Excellent Call to Action

Strong Layout

Clean and concise navigation

Design Strengths

Media Rich

Excellent Media
Excellent Call to Action

Easily Navigated

Design Weaknesses

Text Heavy
Difficult to Navigate
Inconsistent pages

Easy to find information
Coherent Sequence of Elements
Abundance of Information
Too much information
Cluttered at times

Too much Text
Images feel inauthentic
News needs updating

Too little Images,
News stories need images and
headlines

Core Features
Engaging Home Page

LeHigh Career and Boston Latin School
Technical Institute

X
X

Media (Photos and Video)
News and Articles

X

Responsive Design

X

Limited Text

X

Easy Navigation Menu

X

X
X

X
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Personas and Scenarios
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Personas and Scenarios

The following section explores possible users and creates
scenarios based on those users. Although fictional people,
personas allows researchers to gain insight to what the
potential goals users might have when accessing the website.
Personas attempt to create the most realistic scenario, and
include goals, traits, requirements, and skills a user might
have.
This section introduces three specific users who might end
up accessing and using FHSArt.net
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User Interviews
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Research Question
In order for FHS Art’s web redesign to be effective, the team must interview
Fairhaven’s student artists, parents, and school stake holders to gather key insight.
These interviews will represent the target audience who will utilize this project the
most, and align design with their wants and needs.
The following questions informs this research:
• How will stakeholders utilize FHSArt.net?
• How can the FHS Art team create an experience that everyone can feel
comfortable with the site’s design?
• What does the outcome of FHS’ Art website do for school community?
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Research Interview
Introduction

Introduction:

Welcome to our research interview. My name is Drew Furtado, and I am a Media Arts
teacher at Fairhaven High School.
The Fairhaven Arts Department seeks to redesign and redevelop the department website,
www.fhsart.net. As an FHS Art student, your experience offers the team valuable
feedback about the website. By hearing from students, we can better understand new
insights that can strengthen our website’s redesign.
The department would like to record some feedback on our current website design
and gather information on your experience that can lead our team to improve the new
website’s experience better.
I will record this interview with audio and video recording. The team cannot attend this
session, and these recordings will allow the team to review your insight.
Do I have permission to record this session?
Please understand, as a developer of this website, nothing you say will impact my feelings.
We expect that you feel comfortable providing us with honest opinions and insight. If you
are unsure of your idea, please don’t feel compelled to make something up. Simply state
you do not have an opinion.
You are also not required to stay during this interview. If something comes up, you are
free to leave whenever you’d like. Please also ask me to clarify any questions.
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Research Interview Script

Warm-Up:
Before we start, I’d like to ask you a few questions about your experience at Fairhaven
High School.
• What is your year of graduation?
• How old are you?
• What art class are you currently taking?
• What has been your favorite art class?
• Why?
• What is something that you made in one of the art classes that made you proud?
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Research Interview Script

Body:

1. Are you familiar with the Fairhaven Art Department’s Website?
a. If yes, how frequently have you visited the website?
b. If yes, What devices do you usually see the website on?
2. What information would you expect to find on FHSArt.net?
a. What information would you prefer to see on the website?
b. What information would not be helpful to you on the website?
3. Would you or have you used FHSArt.net for information about art courses available to
take?
a. What content or features would you seek to make these decisions?
4. Would you feel comfortable having your art displayed on FHSart.net?
a. Why would you feel that way?
b. What can the team do to make you feel more comfortable with displaying your
art publicly?
5. How comfortable would you be with your parents reviewing your art on FHSArt.net?
a. What can the team do to reduce anxiety by having parents view your work?
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Research Interview Script

Body:
6. How would you feel to see the achievements of other FHS Art students promoted on
the FHS Website?
a. How would you like to see these achievements from your peers?
b. If not, why not?
7. Would you consider receiving a newsletter email with updates from the art
department?
a. How often would you want to receive an update?
b. What information or features would you like to see in the emailed newsletter?
8. How frequently would you visit a website like FHSArt?
a. What could the team do to inform you of web updates better?
b. How frequently would you like to see the site updated with information?
c. What could the team do to the website to encourage you to check in more
often?
9. Tell me about your experience visiting the Fairhaven Public School’s website.
10. Have you visited another school’s website before?
a. Have you explored another school’s art department’s website?
b. What reactions did you have when viewing these pages?
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Research Interview Script

Cooldown
The FHS Art department values your insight, and we appreciate you taking some time out
of your day to discuss your experience with the FHS Art Department and their website. Is
there anything that I forgot that you’d like to add? Is there anything else you’d like to add
that you think would be important?

Wrap up
This interview now concludes. I am now going to stop the video recording. Again, I appreciate your feedback, and the team will now use your experience to enhance our website redesign.
Thanks again, and good luck in the upcoming term!
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User Surveys
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Research Survey

Section 1: Basic Demographics
1. What grade are you in?
• 9th Grade
• 10th Grade
• 11th Grade
• 12th Grade

4. How satisfied are you with your experience
in the FHS Art Department?

2. What art program are you currently
enrolled in?
• Fine Art
• Digital Art
• Ceramics
• Media Arts
• Digital Photography
• Advanced Placement Art
• Music

5. Have you visited Fairhaven High School’s
Art Department Website?
• Yes
• No

3. How many art classes have you taken
at Fairhaven High School?
•1
•2
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
•8
•9
• 10+

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10
Extremely Dissatisfied - Extremely Satisfied

Based on number 5’s response, the survey
branches into two directions: Current
Website, and Redesigned Website.
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Research Survey

Section 2: Current Website Experience
1. How did you find FHSArt.net?
• A teacher
• Google Classroom
• Teacher’s Email Signature
• Fairhavenps.org
• A link from another Fairhaven
Department’s website
• Used a search engine
• A link on Social Media

4. When on the websites, did you view art
work from other students?
• Yes
• No

2. How many times have you visited
www.FHSart.net?
• Once
• Twice
• 3-4 Times
• 5-10 Times
• More than 10 Times

6. Did FHSart.net inspire you to think
differently about your artistic process, and
current work?
• Yes
• No

3. When arriving to FHSArt.net, what
information did you seek?
• Information about Course
Offerings
• Examples of Student Work
• News and Achievements
• Clubs and Activities
• Educational Resources
• Information about Art Teachers
• I wasn’t seeking anything specific

5. Did you read the artist statements
produced by students on the website?
• Yes
• No

7. Were you expecting more or less
information from FHS Art.net?
• More
• Less
8. Do you feel like www.FHSArt.net
communicates information about Fairhaven’s
art programs adequately?
• Yes
• No
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Research Survey

Section 3: Redesign Site
1. Do you generally support the FHS Art
Department’s web redesign initiative?
• I do support this iniatiative
• I do not support this initiative
2. How important is having a FHSArt
Department Website?
• Not at all Important
• Somewhat not important
• Neither important or not Important
• Somewhat important
• Extremely Important
3. What device do you access most websites with?
• Cellphone
• Tablet
• Desktop Computer
• Laptop Computer
• Chromebook
• Game Console (Xbox, Switch,
Playstation, Etc.)

4. How important is it to see FHS Art student
art work displayed publicly?
• Not at all Important
• Somewhat not important
• Neither important or not Important
• Somewhat important
• Extremely Important
5. How important is it to read FHS Art
student artist statements with displayed
artwork?
• Not at all Important
• Somewhat not important
• Neither important or not Important
• Somewhat important
• Extremely Important
6. How important is reading FHSArt’s news,
updates, and achievements featured in a
“news page” to you?
• Not at all Important
• Somewhat not important
• Neither important or not Important
• Somewhat important
• Extremely Important
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Research Survey

Section 3: Redesign Site (Continued)
7. How frequently would you visit
FHSArt.net to review new articles,
photos, and artwork in the “news page?”
• Once a Day
• Once a Week
• Once a Month
• Once a Year
• Multiple Times throughout the
year
• Never
8. How comfortable would you be to
have your artwork publicly displayed on
FHSArt.net?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Extremely Comfortable - Extremely
Comfortable
9. How comfortable would you be to
have your artist statement publicly
displayed on FHSArt.net?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Extremely Comfortable - Extremely
Comfortable

10. Would you feel comfortable with your
name attached to your artwork while being
displayed publicly?
• I would feel comfortable with my
name included with my art.
• I would feel comfortable with just my
first name included with the art
• I would feel comfortable with my
first name and last initial included
with my art.
• I would not feel comfortable with my
name included with my art.
• I would prefer to remain anonymous.
11. Would you subscribe to a monthly FHS
Art digital newsletter?
• Yes
• No
12. How would you seek information about
scheduling art courses for next year?
• I would visit FHSArt.net
• I would not visit FHSArt.net
• I would search Fairhaven High
School’s Program of Studies
• I would consult my counselor or
teacher
• I would consult a friend
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Diary Study
Proposal
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Diary Study Proposal

Diary Study
A diary study offers designers of critical
insights and behaviors exhibited by
users of the website. This proposal will
provide feedback in a diary format,
logging experiences in a weekly digital
diary.
This diary study will attempt to gather
information surrounding the research
question:
How do users experience www.FHSart.
net?
Participants
Our team is looking to include 12 high
school students in our diary study,
three freshmen, three sophomores,
three juniors, and three seniors. Ideally,
participants would consist of a diverse
user group from different students,
including Advanced Placement
students, honor students, and college
prep students. We will seek volunteers
throughout the art classes offered at
Fairhaven High School.

Method
The diary study will originate digitally
through Google Forms. Students already
have a working knowledge of Google
Forms, and forms integrate into email
effectively. The team will send out email
reminders to students periodically to
complete their survey at the end of the
week.
Once accessing the form, users will input
their experience, and the Google Form
will automatically capture the submission
date and time. The Team will send email
reminders periodically throughout the
study period.
Drawbacks and Potential Benefits
This digital-based diary study will
provide researchers with excellent data
organized and captured through Google
Spreadsheets. The drawback of this survey
is that students might forget to complete
the research or now offer honest feedback.
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Diary Study Proposal

Incentives
Participating students will receive
a $15 Amazon Gift card or accept
six volunteer hours for the National
Honor Society and National Art Honor
Society’s community volunteer hour
requirements.

Diary Study Introduction
Thank you so much for participating
in the Fairhaven Art Department’s
Diary Study. The purpose of this study
is to collect information from you
regarding your experience using the art
department’s www.FHSArt.net website.

Length of Study
The study will take place over two
weeks. The length of this study reflects
the amount of time needed to visit the
site and collect data. FHSArt.net is not
regularly updated, and students would
not require additional time to visit the
website to gain feedback.

In this study, you will record your
experience in a Google Forms document
emailed to you weekly. We ask you to
be honest in this study and include any
information about your experience as you
use the site. Your feedback will inform the
team on how to best redesign FHSArt.net.
Your responses are strictly confidential
and anonymous. The Google Form is set
up to only record your experiences and
will not collect any personal data. Please
do not include any information that is
personal to you in this study.
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Diary Study Proposal

Instructions
Please visit www.FHSArt.net at least
three times during the study period of
November 29, 2022- December 10, 2021.
During your visits, please vary your
searches to different pages, and please
make notes of the steps you took to
visit each page. Also, take note of any
struggles or confusion that you might
have encountered.
After visiting the site, please respond
to the quick questions in the Google
Form located in your email inbox. The
responses in the survey should take no
more than fifteen minutes of your time.

Diary Survey Questions
• What date did you visit FHSArt.net?
• How long did your visit last?
• What information were you seeking?
• Were you able to successfully navigate
the website and locate that information?
• How would you describe your experience
visiting FHSArt.net today?
• Did you encounter any difficulties
navigating FHSArt.net today?
• If yes, why?
• What could have improved your
experience visiting FHSArt.net?
Data Analysis
Once completed, data enters into a Google
Sheet. Responses will need some cleaning
up, with grammar and spelling. The data
will be extrapolated and organized in
various formats, including pie charts,
bar charts, and line charts. The team will
also add data into a wordcloud generator
to generate commonalities and patterns
across responses.
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Card Sort
Study
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Card Study

Card Study
Thank you so much for taking some
time to participate in the FHS Art
Department card sorting study. I’m
Drew Furtado, Media Arts Teacher at
Fairhaven High School. We are in the
process of redesigning FHSart.net, and
this study will provide insight on how
users might access content found on the
website.
ProvenbyPeople.com provides a simple
and free tool for three users to complete
a digital card study. The study was held
remotely through the Zoom streaming
app, and participants shared and
recorded their screen as they sorted and
grouped the cards.

Participant Instructions

This study should take no more than 20
minutes. In this study, you will receive
30 cards with information that might
be found on FHSart.net. Please take
those cards and group them together in
groups that most makes sense for you.
Once sorted, please create a label for
that group that best describes the
contents of the group.
Would you grant me permission to
record this study? This will allow me to
revisit this session at later times.
Feel free to discuss your thoughts freely
as you sort these topics. You can also ask
any clarifying questions at any time.
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Card Study Results

Simple Summary
The Card Sort Study took place on Saturday, December
4, 2021. The online tool ProvenByUsers hosted the
open digital card sort study.
Three participants agreed to participate in the study,
and two of the three participants completed the survey.
ProvenByUsers limits researchers to recruit three users
with a free account. However, researchers can purchase
a license for more users. One user encountered
technical issues completing the survey. The user logged
into the Card Study Account but then had to attend to
other matters and attempted to return to the study later
in the day, only to be locked out by ProvenByUsers.
As the study designer, the website limited me from
removing her entry, and I reached my limit of users
with a free account and rendered her data useless.
Findings:
One user-created nine groups of sorted cards
One user-created seven groups of sorted cards
Both users organized content similarly. However, they
created labels that did not agree with each other.

Participants
Participant #1: Kris
• Participated in a digital card study
administered through a Zoom Recording
• Male
• College Student
• 25 Years Old
Participant #2: Alyssa
• Participated in a digital card study
administered in person and recorded through
Quicktime.
• Female
• Registered Nurse
• 30 Years Old
Participant #3: Christine
• Attempted the digital card study on a mobile
device, and encountered limitations with
PoweredByUsers.com.
• Female
• Digital Art Teacher
• 39 Years Old
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Participant
Feedback

Participant #1 Kris:
Kris organized most of the
courses together and labeled
them “Electives.” He felt
that the current events and
achievements proved the most
challenging aspect of grouping.
He indicated that depending
on how you look at it. You
couldn’t have “achievements”
or “alumni” without news and
events.

Participant #2 Alyssa:
Alyssa similarly organized groups
like Kris. However, she went a bit
further and created subgroups of the
courses offered by the Fairhaven Art
Department. She grouped “Media
Arts,” “Digital Arts,” “Ceramics,” and
“Arts” separately.
She also struggled to find a common
grouping for “Alumni” and the “About”
section. Alyssa indicated she worked
with generating labels for two areas,
“Wanna get involved” and “See Where
we’ve gone.”

Participant #3 Christine
The website limited Christine
from returning to her data
entry, and she found herself
frustrated the site locked her
out. She also indicated that the
study did make sense, and she
can see the value in card studies
for web design.
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List of Cards
List of Cards

• Media Arts 1
• Ceramics 1
• Alumni
• FHS Art News
• Ceramics 4
• Faculty and Staff
• Arts 1
• Ceramics 2
• National Art Honor Society
• AP Studio Arts
• Media Arts Club
• Art 2
• Digital Art 1
• Course Offerings
• Achievements

• Media Arts 2
• AP Photography
• About
• Ceramics 3
• AP Digital Art
• Media Arts 4
• Art Club
• Digital Art 2
• Art 3
• Events
• Ceramics 2
• Art Advisory
• Contact
• Enrollment
• Media Arts 3
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Raw Data:
Participant #1
Kris

Card Topic

Group Label

Digital Art 1

Electives

Digital Art 2

Electives

Digital Art 3

Electives

Media Arts 1

Electives

Media Arts 2

Electives

Media Arts 3

Electives

Media Arts 4

Electives

Ceramics 1

Electives

Ceramics 2

Electives

Ceramics 3

Electives

Ceramics 4

Electives

Arts 1

Electives

Arts 2

Electives

Arts 3

Electives

Ap Studio Arts

AP Courses

Ap Digital Art

AP Courses

AP Photography

AP Courses

National Art Honor Society

Clubs & Activities

Media Arts Club

Clubs & Activities

Art Club

Clubs & Activities

Art Advisory

Clubs & Activities

FHS Art News

Current Events

Events

Current Events

About

Who Are We

Faculty and Staff

Who Are We

Contact

Who Are We

Enrollment

Who Are We

Alumni

Who Are We

Achievements

Who Are We
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Raw Data:
Participant #2
Alyssa

Card Topic

Group Label

AP Photography

Photography

Digital Art 1

Digital Art

Digital Art 2

Digital Art

Digital Art 3

Digital Art

Faculty and Staff

About our Team

Contact

About our Team

Events

About our Team

Course Offerings

About our Team

Enrollment

About our Team

About

About our Team

Ceramics 1

Ceramics

Ceramics 2

Ceramics

Ceramics 3

Ceramics

Ceramics 4

Ceramics

Media Arts 1

Media Arts

Media Arts 2

Media Arts

Media Arts 3

Media Arts

Media Arts 4

Media Arts

Media Arts Club

Media Arts

Alumni

See Where We’ve Gone

Achievements

News and Acheivements

FHS Art News

News and Acheivements

AP Studio Arts

Art

Arts 1

Art

Arts 2

Art

Arts 3

Art

Art Advisory

Wanna Be More Involved

National Art Honor Society

Wanna Be More Involved

Art Club

Wanna Be More Involved
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Similarity Matrix
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Dendrogram
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Card Study
Analysis

Card Study Analysis
After completing the card study, we processed data through Provenbyusers.com data tools, including a
similarity matrix, a dendrogram, and maximum agreement tools.
The results from the study suggest there are many ways to label and group topics. None of the participants
created labels that agreed with each other, but the issues grouped within those labels agreed with each other.
The results also indicate agreement between grouping specific topics, including courses, events, and about
sections. The data demonstrate disagreement on the grouping of AP Courses and Alumni pages.
Based on the data collected from this study, it is reccomended to include a hybrid grouping of both studiesof
sections that are labeled as: “Courses, News and Events, About Our Team, Get Involved.”
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Heuristic Evaluation
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Heuristic Evaluation

A Heuristic Evaluation examines the usability of digital tools. The purpose
of thise evaluation is to determine what are the core issues that a user might
encounter when using a digital platform.
The Google Chrome browser add-on, UX Check allows evaluators to scan
websites with the Heuristic Principles developed by researcher Jakob Neilsen.
The tool allows researchers to deteremine key issues with usability, and rank the
issues on a severity scale of 1-4.
The following section demonstrates the Heuristic Evaluation of FHSArt.net
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Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic Principle

Heuristic Description

Severity

Evaluation

Visibility of System Status

The system should keep users informed through
appropriate feedback within a reasonable time

2

FHSArt.net does not contain any indication of system status. The site includes no loading icons or contains links that invite the user to explore more about the website. I would recommend including elements
that indicate the system status, including loading animations or graphic elements that indicate the current status.
The website contains language that is often too academic and loaded with technical and educational jargon that most people are not speaking. The site frequently includes jargon and academic words including “Principles of Art and Design,” and I fear many people do not fully understand what that statement
means.
The website offers the freedom to navigate the website as they please. However, the website fails to provide escape routes for users who end up on the wrong page. The website does not contain any navigational breadcrumbs and only provides users the ability to navigate through a horizontal navigation bar.

Match between system and real world The system should speak the users’ language
rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions

2

User Control and Freedom

Users often make mistakes and need ‘emergency
exits’ to leave the unwanted state. Support undo
and redo

4

Consistency and Standards

Users shouldn’t have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the same
thing. Follow platform conventions

3

FHSArt.net does not embody a consistent experience throughout all pages. Each page is structured differently, uses different formats, and fails to use a common language across pages.

Error Prevention

Prevent problems from occurring in the first
place, or check for them and present users with
a confirmation option before committing to the
action.
Minimize memory load by making objects, actions, and options visible. Instructions should
be visible or easily retrievable

4

Flexibility and Ease of Use

Accelerators - unseen by the novice user - may
often speed up the interaction for the expert
user. Allow users to tailor frequent actions

3

The website’s structure focuses on a horizontal navigation bar. Each option expands to more opportunities. This practice exceeds the cognitive load of most users, and the abundance of choices leads users to
create errors that are unanticipated. My recommendation includes eliminating the abundance of options
and streamline navigation altogether.
The site fails to minimize memory load, as the site is overloaded with content, and forces users unnecessary steps to access the content. For example, in some situations, users need to navigate through 5 different pages to access content that could be easily more accessible in some situations. It would be best
practice for the main pages of each course to provide a set of links on the core page, instead of the navigational bars.
On some pages, the site offers users a set of quick links to quickly navigate the website, but this practice is
not consistent and appears more randomly across the site. As a best practice, the website should include
accelerators that can speed up interactions on the website.

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

Dialogues should not contain irrelevant or rarely needed

4

The FHS Website is overloaded with text and includes an unproportionate amount of visual elements.
The Website contains information that is irrelevant and not useful to the user. It would be encouraged to
reduce the amount of text and increase the amount of high-quality photography.

Error messages that should be expressed in plain
language, indicate the problem, and suggest a
solution

1

The website does not offer the ability to display error messages or indicate an issue. The website does have an
automated 404 missing page message.

Recognition rather than Recall

Help Users recognize, diagnose, and
recover from errors

3
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Usability Testing Study
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Usability Testing Study

Introduction:

In 2014, the art department at Fairhaven High School decided to launch FHSArt.net, a
Weebly website that allowed the department to promote the inner happenings. At the
time, the department felt the school community was unaware of the achievements and
work of FHS Art students. The site provided a route for people to see students’ hard work.
The site became a successful tool for the Fairhaven Art Department and logged over 1000
visitors. However, in 2017, the team lost motivation to update the website, and today the
website remains defunct. Our team misses the information shared on the web and now
seeks to redesign the site.
My first order of business includes studying our prior site and conducting a usability
study. In a usability test, a team recruits users to visit a website and then complete various
tasks. Then researchers can analyze how people performed on the site and identify issues
that require improvement.
I designed the usability testing to include five tasks that will provide critical insight into
how users interact with the website and identify crucial issues needing improvement with
the site’s redesign.
The following is a report of the findings of the usability testing session.
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Usability
Testing Summary

Results
Drew Furtado conducted the usability summaries on December 11, 2021. Two users
participated in the study through a remote Zoom session, and another user completed
the survey in person while being recorded through Quicktime Media Player. Each session
lasted 15 minutes and included a diverse group of users with various web experiences.
The testing results indicate the current website requires an entire redesign. Users found
the website difficult to navigate, frustrated when unable to complete tasks, and struggled
to complete the tasks. Only one user was able to meet all five tasks. Two users failed three
of the five tasks before giving up.
Users reported that the site needs redesigning, needs simplification, and should include
navigational aids such as a search bar. They also suggested creating a standard across
pages, eliminating vertical drop-down menus, and modernizing the organization of
pages.
One user went as far as saying, “I’ve used many sites before, and this has to be the worst
experience I’ve ever had. If I had a child at Fairhaven High School, I wouldn’t trust them
to teach my child digital skills if they can’t use their digital skills to develop a website.”
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Usability
Testing Recommendations

Recommendations
The study highlighted many issues about the website, and recommendations include:
• The main page structure needs simplifying, and navigation requires improvement. The
drop-down menus ineffectively assist users in locating content. The team should avoid
drop-down menus at all costs.
• Pages need to become the hub of specific content that can branch users into different
pages. For example, Clicking on “Ceramics” should bring the user to a Ceramics page
that includes all content related to Ceramics.
• The team should also limit the number of choices for users. In the testing session, 100%
of users reported feeling overwhelmed with the number of options listed under each
class.
• Important information appeared hidden and difficult to find. The team needs to
identify important content and provide coherent paths for users to access documents.
Two of three users could not locate a comprehensive list of all FHS Art programs.
• Contact information needs inclusion on the website. Two of the Three users could not
contact any art teachers for more information about the art program.
• The website could benefit from updated graphics and text elements. Users reported that
the website lacked many visual images for a visual arts page and included too much
text.
• Participants noticed difficulty identifying student work, and structuring text with
headlines and sub-headlines will improve these sections.
• The homepage needs updating, as the page currently displays an abundance of text and
does not invite or welcome users to explore the website. Users reported the homepage
looked like an error message and the page’s text proved challenging to read.
• Many users failed to read much of the website’s content. The team should simplify text
to allow users to scan information on the website.
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Usability
Testing Methodology

Methodology
The three participants included friends and family of the study’s administrator. These
participants are comfortable with the administrator and tend not to shy away from
truthful feedback. One participant consists of a colleague at Fairhaven High School, and
two other participants included people who visit websites but haven’t visited the FHS
Art Department’s website before. Users received a $10 gift card to Dunkin Donuts to
participate in the study.
The sessions took place remotely and in person. The administrator provided an overview
of the study and retained permission from users’ involvement before recording and
confirming during recording.
The administrator revied the purpose of the study and included the history of the art
department. A warm-up discussion began the study, prompting users to identify their
relationship with web interaction. Following the warmup, users began completing tasks
and attempted to speak through their decisions and actions. Afterward, a debriefing
conversation occurred after the session.
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Usability
Testing Study Script

Script
Hello, My name is Drew Furtado. I appreciate you taking some time out of your day to
help me research the usability of Fairhaven High School’s Art department website. In
2016 the FHS Art department developed this website, and it now requires updating. The
data gathered from this session will allow our team to understand better how users use
the site and identify current issues that we can address in the site’s redesign.
This testing session should take no more than 15 minutes of your time, and we value your
insight. We hope that you will be able, to be honest throughout this session. Nothing you
say will hurt our feelings, nor are you being judged on your experience. We are testing the
site, not you.
During this study, you will attempt to complete five different tasks. Please try to complete
the task as best as you can and speak out loud about the actions and thoughts you are
experiencing. This session will help better understand how to improve the site’s redesign.
If it’s possible, would you consider permitting me to record this session? I can revisit the
session and gather the information I might have missed by recording this session. At any
point, feel free to ask any clarifying questions that you might have. However, please note
that I might not answer your question until after the session.
Before we start, may I ask you a few questions to better understand your experience with
navigating websites?
What is your occupation?
How many hours a day would you say you use accessing websites on the internet?
What types of sites do you frequently visit?
What are some of your favorite websites?
At this point, I’d like to start the usability study. Are you ready to begin?
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Usability
Testing Tasks

Task #1
In this scenario, pretend you are a sophomore interested in taking an art class at
Fairhaven High School. You heard a friend discuss a mosaic project made in her ceramics
class. Please attempt to find the mosaic page for examples of student work.
Task #2
In this task, pretend you are a student’s parent at Fairhaven High School. Your student
came home talking about a friend who received a National Student Production Award in
their media class. Navigate FHSArt for a news story that includes this achievement.
Task #3
In this task, act as a parent who would like to find information about contacting an art
teacher about getting your child involved in the FHS Art program.
Task #4
In this task, you’re a parent of an 8th grader who is looking for a comprehensive list
featuring all art programs offered at Fairhaven High School.
Task #5
In this task, you receive an email from an art teacher about an update about your child’s
digital photography bokeh project. The email contains a link to FHSArt.net but does not
link to the project. Seek the Bokeh project page and locate your child Evan’s project.
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Participant Details

Josh
Male, age 32, Clinical Social Worker
Josh spends two to five hours a day on the internet and has an excellent understanding
of navigating different websites. He regularly visits Massachusetts State websites, the
New York Times, Reddit, Twitter, and Facebook.
Susan
Female, Age 66, Retired
Susan refers to herself as not a technology person. Her interactions with websites are
limited, but she loves to visit the Washington Post and the New York Times and loves
seeing updates on her grandchildren on Tiny Beans’ baby photo site. She spends about
45 minutes on the internet and has never visited FHSArt.net before.
Amanda
Female, Age 43, Science Teacher
As a high school science teacher, Amanda is comfortable with technology and
understands how to navigate most sites. She reported she spends a reasonable amount
of time on the internet and visits sites like Google Classroom, AP Classroom, and social
media sites. On average, Amanda indicated she spends at least 4 hours a day visiting
websites. She has seen FHSArt.net before but couldn’t recall the last time she visited the
site.
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Task #1 Analysis and
Recommendations

Task #1

In this scenario, pretend you are a sophomore interested in taking an art class at Fairhaven
High School. You heard a friend discuss a mosaic project made in her ceramics class. Please
attempt to find the mosaic page for examples of student work.
Results:
Participants completed the task with mixed results. Two participants completed the task
successfully, and another user gave up as the user got lost in the navigation.
• One user immediately went to the Ceramics page and located the project page under the
Ceramics II subheading.
• Another user clicked on the Ceramics link and couldn’t locate the project page on the
Ceramics page. The user then clicked on Digital Photo and realized the heading links
included drop-down menus. Once the user identified how the website functioned, they could
locate the project page successfully.
• Another user clicked on every link across the page and could not locate the page. The user
passed over the link multiple times and became blind to the abundance of options. They shut
down if offered more than four options.
Issues Identified
Users immediately demonstrated disdain for the abundance of pages nested under each main
header link. The site contains too many options for users and exceeds their cognitive load.
Content lives in unexpected and unpredictable places.
Recommended Improvement
The site should abandon vertical drop-down menus and group content on relative pages. For
example, the Ceramics heading should bring users to the Ceramics page to locate Ceramics 1,
Ceramics 2, and Ceramics 3 content.
A search bar would help users navigate the site with ease.
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Task #2 Analysis and
Recommendations

Task #2

In this task, pretend you are a student’s parent at Fairhaven High School. Your student came home talking
about a friend who received a National Student Production Award in their media class. Navigate FHSArt
for a news story that includes this achievement.
Results
• 100% of users located information about the National Student Production Award. However, the ease of
this operation varied between participants.
• One user immediately went to the Media Arts page and found the news story on the front page.
• Another user attempted to visit the News and Events page nested under the main Home page. The user
noticed the content included information from 2016 and then visited the Photography page, hoping to
find information about the story. Then they visited the Media Arts Page and ended up on the Student
Projects page until then finding the story on the front page.
• In this task, a user immediately requested a search bar. They first selected the NAHS link and said: “I
don’t even know what NAHS is,” but clicked on it anyways. Unsuccessful, they then visited the Media
Arts website and immediately located the story on the front page of that page.
Issues Identified
The FHSArt page hides the news and events from users. The only way to access this page is to hover over
the main Home link, hover over the Fairhaven Chapter National Art Honor Society, and select news and
events.
Pages across FHSart.net contain a variety of page structures and fail to include similar terminology,
navigation, and organize information differently.
Recommended Improvement
Pages across the site should develop a standard page structure. Each page should be designed the same way,
contain a similar design, and include elements that are easily accessible.
The team should also develop an FHS Arts newsfeed that lives on the website’s front page and
should also include navigational links that direct users to the department’s news.
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Task #3 Analysis and
Recommendations

Task #3

In this task, act as a parent who would like to find information about contacting an art teacher about getting
your child involved in the FHS Art program.
Results
• Only one participant completed this task, and the other two participants became so frustrated that they gave
up ultimately.
• One user visited each course searching for a contact for a teacher, and finally found a reference for the Media
Arts teacher. This user navigated to many pages until finding a contact link in the footer of the Media Arts
page.
• Another user visited each link seeking a contact link but unsuccessfully found one. The user promptly gave
up and was frustrated a link could not be located.
• A third user-worked hard to locate a contact link but could not complete the task. The user visited each
page seeking a contact link, and ended up on the Media Arts page. They found a link to the Fairhaven High
School and attempted to access a directory of staff, but the link on that site was absent and included a dead
link. As they tried to troubleshoot this difficulty, they found a link labeled FHS Art and became frustrated
when the link brought them back to his original website.
Issues Identified
While FHS Art does include a contact page, the link lives hidden amongst the website’s pages. The page lives
nested under the Home header, the Fairhaven High School Chapter of the National Arts Honor Society link,
and nested under News and updates.
No users located this link.
Recommended Improvement
Simplifying and making the contact feature more prominent would be strongly recommended. Burying a
contact link amongst other pages would not be ideal, and a link requires a priority for users.
It’s also advisable that the Home link operates precisely like a home page instead of nesting links under the
home page header. Most users do not expect pages hidden under this tab.
Developing a footer could solve this problem. In the footer, important links could contain valuable
pages such as a contact page, privacy policy, and site map.
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Task #4 Analysis and
Recommendations

Task #4

In this task, you’re a parent of an 8th grader who is looking for a comprehensive list featuring all art
programs offered at Fairhaven High School.
Results
Two of the three users successfully located this page but with various difficulties.
• One user found the page immediately, as they accidentally stumbled on it during a prior task.
• Another user visited each FHS Art course until they realized the Home header included nested items.
After that, they could successfully access the program of studies offered by Fairhaven High School.
• The third user clicked every page seeking this information but failed to locate the studies program.
Instead, they returned to the NAHS page multiple times, despite not knowing what the NAHS
abbreviation meant. The user decided that FHS offered no value and gave up the task. The user
commented that they would think twice about sending their child to Fairhaven High School since the
user could not locate the information.
Issues Identified
Again, the home header includes nested items that users cannot locate. The practice of having
important information under the home header needs serious redesigning. This task demonstrated that
the website does not include multiple pathways to important details.
Recommended Improvement
It might be beneficial for the website to include multiple ways to access important information. Various
pathways to content allow users to correct mistakes if they are on the wrong pages.
Removing the links nested under the home header would be a top priority in redesigning FHSArt.net.
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Task #5 Analysis and
Recommendations

Task #5

In this task, you receive an email from an art teacher about an update about your child’s digital photography bokeh
project. The email contains a link to FHSArt.net but does not link to the project. Seek the Bokeh project page and
locate your child Evan’s project.
Results
100% of users completed this task, and 100% experienced a severe struggle to access this content.
• One user navigated to the page by visiting Photography under the Digital Art header and realizing no link
was included on that page. They went back to the Digital Art header, advanced to the Digital Photography 1
subheading, and finally located the Bokeh Project page.
• Another user visited the digital photography page nested under the Digital Art heading. The user attempted to open
the Bokeh Project button posted on the page, but the link was dead and did not open. After a few attempts, the user
finally accessed the page nested in the Digital Photography 1 subheading.
• The final user visited many pages, including Ceramics, Media Arts, and Arts, until they landed on the Digital Art
heading and located the Digital Photography 1 subheading. From there, it took some effort, but they eventually
landed on the Bokeh Page Project. This user also could not locate their son “Evan’s” project.
Issues Identified
The navigation of FHSArt.net leaves users with an undesired experience. The header navigation proves to be too
difficult to use. The Digital Art header opens links to the right. However, if users select Digital Photography, the menu
extends to the left, covering options already revealed by the user. In addition, when users move to choose a page
listed in this subheading, the menu collapses, leaving users to try multiple times until they can trick the site that their
mouse is no longer moving.
This unpredictable situation confuses users and leaves users frustrated with the site’s design.
Another issue identified from this task includes the site relies too much on large bodies of text. For example, on this
page, students’ artist statements are included in the body of work. However, the text is too condensed and does not
include descriptions or headers. Users cannot determine what the text reads, who produced the artwork, and many
didn’t realize the large blocks of text had student writing.
Recommended Improvement
Organizing the pages more effectively would streamline the navigation process, and removing the drop-down
navigation would also improve the users’ experience.
Introducing headlines and subheadings can alleviate text issues, provide clues to the user to what they are reading,
and allow users to scan the website for information quickly.
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Usability Testing
Conclusion

Concluison
During the session users did applaud the art department for showcasing student work
and prioritizing student voice. Users also indicated that the site needs serious updating.
The site requires a navigation overhaul, an improved information architecture, a
simplified and consistent standard across pages, a welcoming homepage, and improved
graphics.
The FHS Art Department’s website can better serve information to the school
community, students, and stakeholders by addressing these needs.
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